
S

USING AND 

APPLYING THEORY

IN THE NEW SPECIFICATIONS



In This Session

S We will smile and laugh 

S We will not talk about the World Cup

S We will not go plough through a list of  all the theorists on the 

new specs – you have an AS/AL reference in front of  you

S We will share good practice – lots of  that on the sometimes 

useful Media teacher Facebook sites

S We will focus on Media Studies with a little bit on the Film 

Studies Filmmakers Theories if  time (their approach to 

filmmaking)



But most importantly……

We will importantly look at theory in application 

within student exam responses. 

However, before all that - a prize to the person who 

can write down the greatest number of ‘still alive’, 

out of the 19 Media Studies prescribed theorists 

(minus one for each dead theorist mistakenly listed)



Still alive 

Clay Shirky

Van Zoonen

Bell Hooks (Gloria 

Watkins)

Steve Neale 

David Gauntlett

Judith Butler

Paul Gilroy

James Curran, Jean Seaton

Sonia Livingstone and Peter Lunt

David Hesmondhalgh

Henry Jenkins

Albert Bandura (92) – get in



Now Guess The Theorist and the Theory 
e.g. “Sitting in something for 400 years sounds like a choice to me”



OK first one. Who's this dude and 

what is the framework for analysis?





As a ‘young’ man - attitude



In his later years



Often quoted in 

www.mediadiversified.org

http://www.mediadiversified.org


Theory needs to be simplified…



Straightforward ‘go to’ theory



Again, theory needs to be simplified



Big fan of  this theory – kids get it 

straight away



Stalwart of  legacy and new 

specifications 





Other Theorists

Students will be credited if  they reference alternative, 

non-prescribed theorists

Problem 1: Do you really want to teach more than 19 

theorists? 

Problem 2: Part questions can refer directly to a 

prescribed theorist e.g. “Briefly explain Stuart Hall’s 

idea of  a preferred meaning or reading”.



Roland Gerard Barthes



Roland Barthes 1

S Key difference between AS and AL use

S AS: only basic semiotics – denotation/connotation 

e.g. “In many of  Zoella’s vlogs the objects and props 

as part of  the mise-en-scene give the connotation that 

she is just an ordinary girl”

S AL: “Using Barthes’ cultural code, Zoella constructs 

a mythical gendered identity – she is often recognised

as just an ‘ordinary girl’ suggesting the process of  

naturalisation (How? Zoella bedroom clip)



Roland Barthes 2

S I never recommend learning all 5 codes: Hermeneutic, Proairetic, 

Semantic, Symbolic, Cultural – just choosing what best fits e.g. 

S When students are writing about narrative enigma and narrative 

action codes identify the hermeneutic and proairetic instead e.g. 

montage editing in Riptide with dynamic action

S Semantic – additional meaning via connotation e.g. the feminine 

connotations of  the VOGUE serif  masthead

S Symbolic – deeper, more structural than semantic e.g. symbolism 

of  dark clouds looming on Daily Mirror cover (connotations of  

things to come)





Always a favourite

S Poo-pooed his ‘old’ theories here last year. Got into a bit 

of  a row with Jo Johnson in NFT3.

S Useful for Identity/Representation – Pick & Mix theory. 

S “Identity is complicated, everyone’s got one”.

S In application at AL: “Using Gauntlett’s pick and mix 

theory,  Stranger Things offers a more diverse range of  

characters, not least through the challenging gender 

representation of  Eleven” – Mike Jumping clip.



Gauntlett also useful for understanding 

historical representations





APPLYING GAUNTLETT – could 

use in a social and cultural context, or a stand alone 

representation/stereotyping question

S THEORY: IN THE PAST, THE MEDIA TENDED TO 

CONVEY SINGULAR, STRAIGHTFORWARD 

MESSAGES ABOUT IDEAL TYPES OF IDENTITY

S IN APPLICATION AT AL: “JULY 1965 WOMAN’S 

REALM REFLECTS A LACK OF DIVERSITY –

GAUNTLETT WOULD ARGUE 

REPRESENTATIONS ARE SIMPLISTIC AND 

HEGEMONIC REVEALING THEIR HISTORICAL 

AND SOCIAL CONTEXT”



“Identity is complicated. Everyone’s got one”. See 

Attitude, Gok Wan article and pluralism, but also 

challenges to collective identity



As a ‘young’ man - attitude



In his later years



Jean Baudrillard - Postmodernism 

S Clanging bells/sounds of  alarms etc. – don’t go too far with 

this gentlemen, keep it simple

S I’d go straight into a set product – Zoella and Alfie (Zalfie) 

playing SIMS (clip): Hey presto, theory understood….

S In application at AL: “Zalfie playing themselves in SIMS 

demonstrates the blurring of  boundaries between reality and 

simulation”.

S Postmodermism is all about the playful surface aesthetic –

copies of  copies, more real than real = hyperrealism 



Often quoted in 

www.mediadiversified.org

http://www.mediadiversified.org




Bell Hooks – Gloria Watkins

S Links race, gender and class – Beyonce’s Formation is an 

ideal set product (Eduqas) with The Killing (OCR) useful 

for analysing feminist representations

S In application AL: “In Formation, Bell Hooks’ point that 

race and class determine the extent to which individuals are 

oppressed is supported in key scenes, including Beyonce

sitting on top of  a sinking Police Car and black women 

wearing antebellum dresses”.

S Or: “Using Bell Hooks’ framework, in The Killing Sarah 

Lund represents the struggle to end patriarchal oppression” 





Black hair foregrounded in 

Formation



Class and Race in New Orleans 



But, also the celebration of  

Nola Culture



Subverted representations





Theory needs to be simplified –

can it be apply to Stranger Things?



Gender performativity in Stranger 

Things: from the website: 
www.binarythis.com - school clip

Stranger Things engages with the gender conformity that is thrust 

upon us in a world of  heterosexuality. In order to “pass”, Mike and 

his friends dress Eleven up in pink, a blonde wig, and makeup. 

Mike is rather happy about Eleven’s new “pretty”, but Eleven’s not 

so sure. When Eleven is accused of  being too aggressive and too 

crazy (after hurting Lucas), they cast their wig off  and strides into 

the supermarket to take whatever they like, slamming doors along 

the way. They’re saying, you don’t own me, you can’t control me. While 

Joyce teaches us that you can be a mother and a fighter, and Nancy 

teaches us that you can be feminine and a hero, Eleven shows us 

that femininity can be restricting and awful when it is thrust 

upon us. The lesson is: you can be queer in your gender 

expression and save the world.

http://www.binarythis.com


Judith Butler

S In application at AL: “In Stranger Things, Eleven appears 

initially as androgynous - wearing a hospital gown and a 

shaven head, unable to express herself  verbally and with 

unexplained powers. Using Butler’s theoretical framework, her 

gender representation is fluid – she rejects the ritual of  gender 

construction”.

S Zoella can be used again to support Butler’s points that gender 

is manufactured trough a set of acts (make-up, vocal tone 

and pitch, dress code, hair, body language, interests and focus 

– shopping, beauty and fashion….)



Straightforward ‘go to’ theory



Can’t believe it’s AL and not AS 

theory – probably the term 

‘structuralism’

S Binary oppositions allow audiences to construct meaning

S The structuralism bIt doesn’t really need to ne touched on –

binary oppositions just reflect underlying narrative structure

S Technically narrative theory but also useful for understanding 

representation 

S Humans for example makes obvious binary oppositions 

between synthetic and human identity. Identify the binary 

oppositions in the next clips – ‘Mia and ‘Sexuality’


